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Summary 

This paper proposes a new automatic mesh generation algorithm for 3D surface mesh 

generation. The algorithm is based on the metric specification approach and can generate 

anisotropic meshes on 3D surfaces. It is based on a new geometrical model using the 

interpolating subdivision surface concept. By using the subdivision surface concept, the new 

mesh generator can generate finite element meshes to model a wide range of surfaces which 

may contain sharp features such as cusp and crease lines. When comparing with other 

algorithms which use analytical surface patches as the underlying geometrical model, the new 

mesh generation scheme can be used in applications such as large deformation or crack 

analyses in which the domains to be gridded are not well defined or involve changing 

boundary. The presentation of the work is divided into two parts. In Part I, i.e. the present 

paper, a detailed description of the underlying geometrical model used will be given while in 

Part II, attentions will be focused on the mesh generation algorithms and the performance of 

the mesh generator. 

 

KEYWORDS: Metric 3D anisotropic adaptive surface mesh generations; Geometrical 

model; Interpolating subdivision surfaces; Sharp features on 3D surface meshes; Cusp points 

and crease lines 
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1. Introduction 

Since surface mesh generation is the fundamental element for carrying out shell analyses and 

3D mesh generation, intensive research efforts had been spent on the development of a robust 

surface mesh generation algorithm for either triangular or quadrilateral mesh generation [1-7]. 

Among these mesh generation algorithms developed, nearly all of them employ some 

analytical functions for the definition of the underlying geometrical model. In particular, as 

most engineering data is originated from some CAD-CAM packages, the use of analytical 

surface patches such as non-uniformly rational B-spline (NURBS) surface patches are very 

popular. The use of analytical surface patches provides a natural parameterization of the 

surface geometrical model for the mesh generation process. Note that the existence of such a 

parameterization plays a critical role in many mesh generation algorithms which heavily 

depended on the parametric mapping for the control of element shape and size and other 

anisotropic properties [4,5,8,9]. While using analytical surfaces can provide a neat 

mathematical description of the geometry of the surface, it is not optimal in many applications 

when the boundaries and the domains to be gridded are not well defined. Some of the 

situations where analytical parameterizations are not optimal include 

(1) Manipulation of complex analytical functions defined  by superposition or convolution. 

One commonly encountered situation of this kind is the large deformation analysis of 

shell structures. Initially, the shell surfaces may be presented by analytical surface 

patches. However, during the analysis, the shell surface will undergo finite deformation 

which is implicitly described by the incremental displacements at the nodal points of the 

mesh.  Thus , it is rather difficult to employ analytical surface patches to describe the 

deformed configurations since discontinuous features such as cusp points and crease 

lines may be created during the deformation of the surface. 

(2) Numerical modelling of discrete geometric input data  

 In many engineering applications such as land surveying, astronomical measurements 

and many medical problems, the main input data is obtained from field measurements 

and no continuous description of any form will be available. One characteristic of such 

applications is that while the resolution of the input data can be improved by carrying 

out finer field measurements or using higher resolution sampling equipment, the data 

obtain will still remain discrete and no intrinsic continuous form will be available. 

(3) Remeshing with changing surface or domain boundary topology. 

 In many engineering applications, remeshing is often required to obtain a more accurate 

and optimal solution. For example, in a crack prorogation analysis, remeshing is carried 
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out around the growing crack trip in which the domain boundary topology is changing 

constantly. 

(4) Intersection or other Boolean operations among surface patches. 

 When it is required to carry out surface intersection or other Boolean operations of 

surfaces, it will be far more easy to develop algorithms for the discretized surfaces 

rather than their corresponding analytical forms [10,11]. 

When compared with the use of analytical surfaces approach, relatively few alternative 

approaches had been suggested for mesh generations for the above applications. Lohner [12] 

suggested a method for regridding surface triangulation and also developed methods to 

recover cusp and crease features. Fery et al. [13] developed an adaptive finite element  surface 

remeshing algorithm in which Walton's approach [14] to recreate G1 patches from the 

boundary curves of the problem doma in was employed. In addition, Kobbelt [15] suggested 

an iterative mesh generation algorithm based on surface subdivision technique. Recently, 

Rassineux et al. [16] developed a procedure based on the hermite diffuse interpolation in 

which the surface geometry is defined in a patch-by-patch manner while least squares fitting 

procedures are employed for the computations of surface tangents and normal vectors. 

The objective of current study is to suggest a new mesh generation procedure for the 

discretization of 3D surfaces without using analytical surface patches. The theory and 

implementation details of the mesh generator will be reported in two parts. In the Part I of the 

study, attentions will be focused on the theoretical works for the setting up the geometrical 

model of the mesh generator. In addition, the properties of the underlying geometrical model 

employed will be described. In Part II of the study [17], concentration will be focused on the 

implementation details of the new mesh generation scheme using the suggested geometrical 

model. Furthermore, mesh generation examples will be given in Part II to demonstrate the 

performance and robustness of the new mesh generation scheme.  

In the next section, a summary of the basic requirements needed when a geometr ical model is 

used in conjunction with a parametric surface mesh generator will be given. It will then be 

followed by a detailed description of the interpolation subdivision algorithm. A brief outline 

for the computations of some essential geometrical properties of the interpolation subdivision 

model will then be provided. These procedures are the fundamental operations required to 

control the element size and shape properties during adaptive mesh generation. After this, the 

procedures used for adding various sharp surface features to the underlying geometrical 

model will be presented. Finally, a number of examples will be given to demonstrate the 
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flexibility of the  geometrical model when constructing surfaces with different geometrical 

properties. 

 

2. Basic requirements for the geometrical model 

In any parametric mesh generator the geometry of the surface should be expressed as 

 (x,y,z)T=r(u,v)  (1) 

where (u,v) are the parametric coordinates of a point on the surface and r is the mapping 

function of the parameterization. Note that r can either be expressed explicitly (e.g. in many 

analytical surface patches) or implicitly (e.g. via various superpositions, deformations or 

subdivision rules). With the surface definition given by Eqn. 1, the basic requirements for the 

geometrical model can be summarized below. 

(1) Uniqueness of mapping 

During surface mesh generation, the only requirement for 3D coor dinates computation 

using Eqn. 1 is that, for a given parametric coordinates (u,v), the corresponding 3D 

coordinates in the physical space should be uniquely defined. However, in practice, this 

requirement is often relaxed in such away that the mapping defined by Eqn. 1 may not be 

unique at a finite number of singular points [4]. 

(2) Existence and continuity of first fundamental form 

The well-known first fundamental form of Eqn. 1 is given by 
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The tangents ru and rv defined in Eqn. 2 are essential for the description of length scale 

transformation due to the mapping effect. In particular, if the metric specifications [4,8,9] 

are employed for the computation of the surface metric tensor for element shape and size 

controls, it is required that ru and rv should be bounded and continuous. However, as in 

most surface mesh generation algorithms, these two vectors will only be evaluated at a 

finite number of points (in spacing compatible with the element size requirement) in the 

problem domains, the continuous requirement of Eqn. 2 can again be relaxed and 

excluded at a small number of points in the problem domain. Note that such a relaxation 

is essential for the present study as one can expect that in many applications mentions in 
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Section 1, the problem domain will contain cusp points and crease lines at which the 

surface tangents are not continuous or even not defined. 

(3) Curvatures and second derivatives  

In 3D surface mesh generation, the fidelity (i.e. the good approximation of the surface by 

the mesh) of the surface mesh is also an important concern. Towards this end, it is found 

that [18,19] the maximum element size needed to obtain a good approximation of the 

target surface will depend on the principal curvatures and directions at the point under 

consideration. However, in order to obtain the principal curvatures and the principal 

directions, it is required to evaluate the second order derivatives ruu , rvu and rvv of the 

surface. Thus, if one would like to carry out curvature element-size control, it is required 

that the parametric mapping in Eqn. 1 must be at least C2 continuous. Again, in practice, 

it will be too stringent to impose such a requirement at every point on the target surface. 

In fact, it will be shown later in this study that good curvature element-size control can be 

achieved even the higher derivatives ruu , rvu and rvv are defined in a discontinuous 

manner over the target surface. 

 

3. Subdivision surfaces in geometrical modelling 

3.1 Overviews of subdivision surfaces 

In this study the subdivision surface is selected as the geometrical tool for the definition of the 

underlying geometrical model for mesh generation. Subdivision surface is a popular 

modelling primitive in computer graphics and has been used extensively in the computer 

graphic community for computer picture/image generation and computer animation [20-26]. It 

has only recently used by some researchers in the area of computational mechanics for the 

solution of thin-shell problems [27] and simple finite element mesh generation [15]. The 

paradigm for subdivision surface is, in fact, quite simple. By starting with an initial (coarse) 

mesh, a sequence of subdivision meshes will be constructed in which new nodes are inserted 

according to some simple rules. In most cases, the positions of the new nodes are computed 

by using some local, affine combinations of neighbouring nodes. With carefully chosen rules 

to define the positions of the inserted points and how to split the elements of the mesh, the 

resulting subdivision mesh will be gradually smoothed so that the angles between adjacent 

elements will be flattened. Eventually, after an infinite number of refinements, a smooth 

surface in differential geometric sense can be obtained (Fig. 1). 

The advantages of subdivision algorithms are that the schemes are local and can provide 

definitions of surfaces over arbitrary topology with many interpolation/approximation 
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capabilities. In addition, subdivision schemes are simple to implement and various robust 

algorithms had also been developed for fast evaluation. When comparing with traditional 

modelling tools such as NURBS, subdivision schemes can model sharp features concisely. 

Even in theory the limiting surface will only be obtained after infinite number of iterations, 

the surface will be good enough for most applications after a small number of refinement 

steps. More importantly, due to the local property of the subdivision scheme, the quality of 

the surface at any point can be improved arbitrarily by applying more local refinements. 

 

3.2 Interpolating and approximating subdivision schemes 

The first subdivision scheme used for surface construction was proposed by Catmull and 

Clark more than two decades ago [20]. Since then, many variants have been proposed for 

various applications [20-26]. Almost all the schemes proposed can be separated into two 

classes according to the nature of the limiting surfaces: 

(1) Interpolating subdivision schemes (ISS) 

In this type of subdivision scheme [15,22,23,26], the nodal positions of the coarser mesh 

will be fixed and will never be changed. The positions of the inserted nodes will be 

computed according to the refinement rule and, again, once they are created their 

positions will not be altered. Hence, the nodes of the initial mesh together with the nodes 

inserted during all subdivisions will interpolate the limiting surface. An 1D example of 

interpolation subdivision is shown in Fig. 2a. 

(2) Approximating subdivision schemes 

In these schemes [20,21,24,25], the nodal positions of both  the coarser mesh and the 

newly inserted nodes will be altered during successive subdivisions. Thus, the nodal 

positions of the initial mesh will not interpolate  in the limiting surface. An 1D example of 

approximating subdivision is shown in Fig. 2b.  

The geometrical properties of the limiting surfaces produced by using the above two types of 

subdivisions schemes have been studied thor oughly. In addition, quite of number of 

evaluation algorithms for rapid computation of various geometrical qualities of the limiting 

surfaces have also been suggested. Details of the geometrical analyses are quite lengthy and 

can be found in references [20,21,24-27]. In here, only a concise summary is given below. 

(1) For ISS, in general, the limiting surfaces are C1 continuous and the surface tangent 

vectors can be computed at any point on the surface, except at a number of isolated 

points at where special subdivision templates are used to obtain sharp features like cusp 

points. The curvatures of the surface may not exist at certain points and is not square 
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integrable. However, given any subdivision level, the curvatures of the surface can be 

estimated locally within an element [17]. For ISS, at a given a point on the surface, 

neither the position nor the tangents and normal vectors can be expressed in an explicit 

form as functions of the initial configuration of the neighbourhood nodes and elements. 

(2) For approximating subdivision schemes, the limiting surfaces are globally C2 

continuous except at a number of isolated points where the surfaces are only C1. In 

addition, surface curvatures exist and are square integrable. In contrast to the ISS, 

except at some extraordinary vertices, the tangent and normal vectors can be obtained in 

close form as functions of the initial neighourhood nodes and elements configuration. 

Since the approximating subdivision schemes will only approximate the initial surface and 

may lead to significant loss in the fidelity of the surface model, they are not suitable to be 

used as the underlying geometrical model for surface mesh generations. Hence, in this study, 

the ISS will be employed as the geometrical tool for surface mesh generation. Note that since 

ISS will always interpolate the input data, the fidelity of the model can be maintained and 

improved  via successive refinements. Furthermore, since many simple and effect recursive 

evaluation algorithms exist and the subdivision can be performed adaptively, the absence of 

explicit forms of tangents and normal vectors will only lead to a small amount of additional 

computational cost. Finally, as the curvatures of the surface can be estimated locally, the ISS 

will allow one to impose curvatures element-size control during mesh generation. 

In this study, the ISS used is the one suggested by Zorin et al. [26] and is designed for  

triangular meshes.  Therefore, it is assumed that the input initial mesh will only consist of 

triangular elements. Note that another ISS based on pure quadrilateral mesh has also been 

suggested [22]. However, as surface quadrilateral generation is still not a trivial task [28,29], 

the use of an ISS based on pure quadrilateral meshes would probably limit the range of 

application of the mesh generator developed and therefore, it is not used in the current study. 

 

3.3 Interpolating subdivision scheme used 

The basic operations of ISS are very simple. As shown in Fig. 3, for a given mesh, during 

each subdivision step, it will be uniformly refined by the following steps. 

(i)  The position of the nodes in the original mesh will not be altered. 

(ii) New edge nodes will be inserted to the edges of the original mesh. 

(iii)  The positions of the edge nodes inserted will be computed as a weighed sum of all its 1-

neighbourhood nodes. For a given edge node E, the 1-neighbourhood nodes are the union 
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of the two end nodes of the edge on which the edge node located (nodes A and B in Fig. 

4) and all the nodes connected to them (Fig. 4). 

(iv) Every element in the original mesh will then be subdivided to four elements. 

In step (iii), the weights applied for the calculations of the new positions of the inserted edge 

nodes will depend on the valence of the end nodes the edges. For a given node A in the mesh, 

the valence of the node is defined as the number of nodes it connects to and will be denoted as 

NA. For example, in Fig. 4, NA=NB=6 while NC=4 and ND=3. A node is regular if its valence 

is equal to 6. Hence, in Fig. 4, nodes A and B are regular nodes while nodes C and D are 

irregular nodes. Note that all the new edge nodes inserted during the subdivision process will 

have valences equal to 6. 

In order to obtain a smooth limiting surface, the weights applied for the computation of the 

new positions of the edges nodes must be carefully selected. In this study, a subdivision 

scheme based on the modified butterfly subdivision scheme suggested by Zorin et al. [26] is 

used. In this subdivision scheme, the weights applied will be depended on (i) whether the 

edge is an interior edge or a boundary edge (Fig. 5) and (ii) the valences of the two end points 

of the edge. An edge in the finite element mesh is called a boundary edge if it is adjacent to 

only one element in the mesh. Hence, for the mesh shown in Fig. 5, edges AB, CD and GF are 

interior edges while edge HJ is a boundary edge. 

 

3.3.1 Subdivision scheme for interior edges  

For an interior edge, if both the end points of the edge are of valence 6, the position of the 

inserted edge node will be computed by using the 8-point template  as shown in Fig. 6. The 

new position of the inserted point E, xE, is given by 

 )(
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87654321E xxxxxxxxx ++++++=  (3) 

where in Eqn. 3, xi is the coordinates of node i. 

If one end point A, of the edge is irregular with valence not equal to six while the other end 

point B is regular, the position of the inserted node will be calculated based on an irregular 

template applied to the irregular end point A only (Fig. 7). In case that k≥5, xE is given by 
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where xA is the position of the irregular node A. x i, i=0,....,k-1 are the coordinates of the nodes 

adjacent to the irregular end point B. Note that the regular end point B is always labeled as x0 
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and the points x i are labelled in an anti-clockwise manner with respect to the edge AB. For 

k<5, (Fig. 8), the coordinates of node E are computed as 

For k=4 (Fig. 8a)  20AE 8
1

-
8
3

4
3

xxxx +=  (5a) 

For k=3 (Fig. 8b)  )(
12
1

-
12
5

4
3

210AE xxxxx ++=  (5b) 

In case that both end points A and B are irregular nodes, Eqns. 4 and 5 will fir st be employed 

to compute the two positions corresponding to the two irregular templates at nodes A and B. 

The final position of point E will then be taken as the average of these two positions. 

 

3.3.2 Subdivision scheme for boundary edges 

In this study, it is assumed that the domain under consideration is enclosed by a number of 

limiting boundary curves which at any time is approximated by a number of boundary 

segments. The boundary curves are separated by a number of corner nodes (Fig. 9). For an 

edge node locates along the boundary, its position will be computed by applying the 4-

point/3-point subdivision schemes suggested by Dyn et al. [23,30] and will only depend on 

the positions of its surrounding boundary nodes. Note that for any boundary segment on the 

limiting curve, it can either be bounded by (i) two other boundary segments (e.g. segment BD 

in Fig. 9) or (ii) by one boundary segment and one corner node (segment AB of Fig. 9). For 

every boundary segment bounded by two other boundary segments (Fig. 10a), the position of 

the inserted edge node E will be computed by the  following 4-point scheme 

 )(
16
1

-)(
16
9

4132E xxxxx ++=  (6a) 

For boundary segment bounded by one corner node C and one boundary segment (Fig. 10b), 

the position of the inserted node G will be computed by the  following 3-point scheme 

 32CG 8
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It can be proved that the resulting limiting surface obtained by using the subdivision scheme 

described above will be smooth (C1) globally [26]. Hence, with the construction of a suitable 

parametric space [17], the first fundamental form of the surface can be established and this 

will allow one to carry out metric surface mesh generation. 
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3.3.3 Adaptive evaluation of subdivision scheme 

In addition to the smoothness of the surface, another important characteristic of the above 

subdivision scheme is the locality property of its evaluation procedure. Suppose it is now 

required to compute certain geometrical properties (e.g. position, tangents or normal) of the 

limiting surface at a position corresponding to a point D within an element ABC of the initial 

mesh (Fig. 11a). Since the subdivision scheme involves 1-neighbourhood nodes of an edge 

and it is required to obtain the positions of edge nodes on the boundary of the first layer 

elements (e.g. node H in Fig. 11.b) for subsequent subdivision steps, the data needed for the 

evaluation process is the sub-mesh obtained by collecting two  layers of elements surrounding 

element ABC (Fig. 11b). After the first subdivision step is finished, the newly subdivided 

element which encloses point D (element AFG in Fig. 11b) will be found. The sub-mesh 

contains two layers of elements surrounding that element will then be extracted for further 

subdivision (Fig. 11c). Finally, the accuracy of the evaluation process can then be improved 

arbitrarily by repeating the above adaptive subdivision process around the target point D (Fig. 

11d). For the complexity of the above process, the operational complexity to locate the 

element which contains the interested point is proportional to O(NE1/2) where NE is the 

number of element in the mesh [31]. The subdivision process can easily be implemented in 

such a way that the complexity is only proportional to the number of refinement needed. 

Hence, the operation complexity to carry out one uniform subdivision of the whole mesh is 

will be equal to O(NE3/2). 

 

4. Modelling of sharp features 

In many applications, it is essential that the geometrical model used can represent sharp (C0) 

features. When analytical surface patches such as NURBS are employed as geometrical model 

for mesh generation, sharp features can usually be introduced by using the technique of 

multiple knots [32]. However, such a procedure will increase the order of the surface and will 

complicate the construction and evaluation process. In the case of subdivision surfaces, sharp 

features can be introduced by a simple tagging process in which the statuses of some nodal 

points of the input mesh are modified. The concept of tagging was suggested by Hoppe et al. 

[25] for the construction of piecewise smooth surfaces based on the approximating 

subdivision scheme. In this study, a similar tagging procedure is developed for the ISS. 
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4.1 Sharp features used in the geometrical model 

(1) Corner 

As mentioned in Section 3.3.2, a corner feature is defined by using the 3-point interpolating 

scheme (Eqn. 6b) along the boundary of the domain. The result of using the 3-point scheme is 

that the tangent vectors of the surface at the two sides of the boundary curves will not be 

continuous (Fig. 12). 

(2) Cusp 

A cusp is point feature at where the tangent vector of the surface is discontinuous at any 

direction around the point. Three types of cusp points are used in the current study. They are, 

namely, interior cusp , boundary cusp  and corner cusp. An interior cusp point is a point 

located inside the problem domain (Fig. 13a). In order to obtain the discontinuity properties, 

the subdivision template around it will be modified locally. For any edge connected with the 

interior cusp point xu, independent of its valence, the position of the edge node E, xE (Fig. 

13a) will be computed by the  mid-point rule  

 )(
2
1

iuE xxx +=  (7) 

Similarly, boundary and corner cusps are formed by applying the same mid-point rule to all 

the edge nodes connected to them as shown in Figs. 13b and 13c respectively. 

(3) Creases 

A crease is a line feature inside the problem domain. In fact, it is equivalent to an interior 

boundary curve (or cracked line) which enclosing an opening with zero area. The tangent 

vectors will be discontinuous along the opposite sides of the crease line (Fig. 14a). In practice, 

a crease feature can be introduced by topologically disconnecting the elements and nodes at 

the opposite sides of the crease (Fig. 14b) in the underlying mesh. During the surface 

subdivision step, edges on opposite sides the crease line will be subdivided separately. For the 

edges lying on the crease line, the boundary subdivision schemes described in Section 3.3.2 

will be applied to obtain a smooth crease line. In addition, if needed, boundary and corner 

cusps points can also be added to the crease line. 

 

4.2 Tagging of nodes in the geometrical model 

In order to include the sharp features mentioned in Section 4.1, a tagging procedure is 

developed for the efficient implementation of the geometrical model. Under this tagging 

procedure, every node in the mesh is associated with an integer status number which indicates 
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the nature of the limiting surface at that node. During any subdivision step, the refinement 

template used for a particular edge will be selected based on the statuses of its end nodes. The 

status numbers for various features described in Section 4.1 are listed in Table 1. From Table 

1, it can been seen that the status numbers of all boundary nodes are higher tha n that of all 

interior nodes. In addition, sharp features such as corner and cusp nodes will have a higher 

status number. Note that no special status number is reserved for crease line. As mentioned in 

Section 4.1, a crease line is defined by separating the nodes and elements on the opposite 

sides of the crease (Figs. 15a and 15b). All the nodes on the crease line will be considered as 

boundary nodes and then assigned with node statuses equal to 2-5 (Fig. 15c). Finally, during 

the subdivision step, all the new interior edge nodes inserted will be assigned a status equal to 

0 while all new boundary edge nodes inserted will be assigned a status equal to 2 (Fig. 16). 

Table 1. Definition of status of nodes 

Node status Status Number 
Interior smooth node  0 

Interior cusp node 1 
Boundary smooth node 2 

Boundary cusp node 3 
Corner node 4 

Corner cusp node 5 
 

5. Surface generation examples 

In this section, a number of numerical examples will be given to demonstrate the use of the 

subdivision scheme and the tagging procedure for the construction of underlying geometrical 

models. Surface models contain different sharp features will be created to indicate the effects 

of initial mesh connectivity and tagging on the final limiting surfaces. 

Example 1: Model of a hemisph ere 

In the first example, the target surface is a hemisphere in which no sharp feature is present. 

Two slightly different initial meshes with all their nodal points located on the hemisphere 

were used to create the geometrical models (Figs. 17a and 17b). The meshes obtained after 

applying four subdivision steps are shown in Figs. 17c and 17d. Note that by slightly 

modifying the connectivity of the elements near the base of the hemisphere, the shape and the 

curvature of the limiting surfaces (Figs. 17e and 17f) near the base are locally modified. 

Example 2: Model of a cone 

In the second example, the input mesh is a simple cone as shown in Fig. 18a. Two different 

models are generated in this example. In the first model, all the interior nodes in the initial 

mesh are smooth nodes. In the second model, the apex node of the initial mesh was tagged as 
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an interior cusp node. The limiting surfaces obtained are shown in Figs. 18b and 18c for the 

untagged and the tagged models respectively. Zoom views of the limiting surface near the 

apex of the cone are shown in Figs. 18d and 18e. It can be seen that the sharp apex of the cone 

was reproduced in the tagged model. This example demonstrated that the subdivision surface 

model can be used for the generation of sharp features by changing the statuses of a small 

number of nodes in the initial mesh.  

Example 3: Modelling of crease lines 

In this example, the effect of crease lines will be shown. The initial input mesh, which writes 

out the three letters "CoM" is shown in Fig. 19a. Again, two different models were generated. 

In the first model, no crease line was included in the model and all the interior nodes of the 

input mesh were marked as normal smooth nodes (Fig. 19b). In the second model, the nodes 

corresponding to the letter "CoM" were separated and crease lines were created (Fig. 19c). 

Zoom views near the letter "C" for the smooth and crease models are shown in Fig. 19d and 

Fig. 19e respectively. From these figures, the differences between a smooth surface and 

crease lines can be seen.  

Example 4: Model without boundary 

In the last example, the input mesh, which is shown in Fig. 20a, assumes the shape of a cube. 

In this example, the domain of the geometrical model contains no boundary segment and all 

the nodes are tagged as interior smooth nodes. The meshes generated after two, four and five 

subdivisions are shown in Figs. 20b to 20d respectively. Note that even the initial input mesh 

contains eight sharp corners, they are gradually smoothed out by the subdivision process. 

 

For the speed of the subdivision process, the CPU time needed to carry out uniform 

subdivision for Example 1 (Mesh I) is plotted against the term NE3/2 in Fig. 21. From Fig. 21, 

it can be seen that, as predicted in Section 3, the CPU time needed is proportional to NE3/2. It 

is also found that the speed of subdivision is quite fast. The total CPU time needed for the 

generation of a subdivision mesh which contains nearly two hundred thousands elements is 

less than 30 seconds on a low-end PC equipped with an Int el 450MHz Pentium II CPU. 

 

6. Conclusions 

In this paper, an essential description has been given for the construction of a novel 

geometrical model for metric 3D surface mesh generation. The geometrical model used in this 

study is based on the subdivision surface concept which is originated in the area of computer 

graphics and animations. Detailed explanations for the efficient construction and 
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implementation of the modified butterfly interpolating subdivision scheme used in this study 

are given. In addition, the potentials and advantages of using the subdivision scheme as the 

geometrical tool for the construction of the underlying geometrical model for surface mesh 

generation are explored and discussed. Furthermore, in order to allow the geometrical model 

to include sharp features likes cusp points and crease lines, modification procedures based on 

a new tagging procedure for the interpolating subdivision scheme are suggested. Finally, 

several surface generation examples are given to demonstrate the use of the suggested model 

for the creation of 3D surfaces with different shapes, curvatures properties and sharp features. 
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(b) 

 

 
(d) 

 

 
Fig. 1 Smooth surface generated by subdivision process: (a) input mesh; (b) mesh 

generated after one subdivision; (c) mesh generated after second subdivision; 
(d) limiting surface. 
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Initial mesh second subdivisionfirst subdivision

(a)

(b)
 

 
Fig. 2 Interpolating and approximating subdivisions: (a) interpolating subdivision;  

(b) approximating subdivision. 
 

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Original nodes  Inserted edge nodes 

 
Fig. 3 The subdivision operation: (a) initial mesh; (b) mesh after subdivision. 
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Fig. 4 1 -neighbourhood of an edge node. 
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Fig. 5 Definition of interior and boundary edges. 
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Fig. 6 8-point template for interior edge. 
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Fig. 7 An irregular template surround node A. 
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Fig. 8 Template for the cases of k=4 and k=3. 
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Fig. 9 Definitions of boundary curves, boundary edges and corner vertices. 
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Fig. 10 Templates for boundary edge node insertion: (a) 4-point subdivision template; 

(b) 3-point subdivision template for corner edge. 
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Fig. 11. Adaptive refinement around a point D in element ABC: (a) initial mesh; 

(b) first level subdivision; (c) extraction of sub-mesh; (d) second level subdivision. 
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Fig. 12 A corner feature. 
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Fig. 13 Cusp node features: (a) interior cusp; (b) boundary cusp; (c) corner cusp. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 14 Crease line feature: (a) a crease line; (b) creation of crease line by separation of 

nodes and element in the underlying mesh.  
 

crease line 

Nodes and elements disconnected 
across the crease line 
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crease line boundary cusp node 

 
Fig. 15 Definition of crease line: (a) location of crease line; (b) separation into two 

repeated curves enclosing zero area; (c) tagging of nodes. 
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Fig. 16 Tagging of inserted nodes: (a) initial statuses of nodes; (b) statuses after 
subdivision. 
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(a) 

 
(c) 

 
(e) 

 
(b) 

 
(d) 

 
(f) 
 

Fig. 17 Example 1, modelling of a hemisphere: (a) initial mesh I; (b) initial mesh II;(c) mesh 
obtained after four subdivisions, mesh I; (d) mesh obtained after four subdivisions, mesh II; 

(e) limiting surface, mesh I; (f) limiting surface, mesh II. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(d) 

 
(c) 

 
(e) 

 
Fig. 18 Example 2, reproduction of the apex of a cone by using a cusp node: (a) initial mesh model; 
(b) limiting mesh obtained by not tagging the apex node; (c) limiting mesh obtained by tagging the 

apex node as cusp point; (d) zoom view near the apex node obtained by the untagged model; 
(e) zoom view near the apex node obtained by the tagged model. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Fig. 19 Example 3, effects of crease lines: (a) initial mesh; (b) limiting surface without crease 
details; (c) limiting surface with crease details; (d) zoom view near the smooth letter "C"; 

(e) zoom view near the crease letter "C". 
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(e) 

 
Fig. 19 (Continued.) Example 3, effects of crease lines: (a) initial mesh; (b) limiting surface without 

crease details; (c) limiting surface with crease details; (d) zoom view near the smooth letter "C"; 
(e) zoom view near the crease letter "C". 
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Fig. 20 Example 4, model without boundary edge: (a) input mesh; (b) mesh after two subdivisions; 

(c) mesh after four subdivisions; (d) mesh after five subdivisions. 
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Fig. 21 CPU time used for subdivision of Example 1, Mesh I. 


